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* Paulo Nogueira Batista, economist, ex-adviser on foreign debt issues to former Finance Minister
Dilson Funaro: A debt reduction/restructuring agreement with foreign banks similar to Mexico's
would not generate the "bases" for stabilization of the Brazilian economy. * Toshiro Kobayashi,
president of the Bank of Tokyo in Brazil: Brazil would save $2 billion per year in interest payments
under such an agreement. Brazil could obtain greater concessions from the banks if the government
pledges to increase exports and reduce imports. Both Nogueira and Kobayashi pointed out that
Mexico's debt reduction, estimated at 10% of interest payments per year, was obtained with
Washington's strong support. US strategic interests in Mexico cannot compare with relations
between Brasilia and Washington. * Alfonso Pastore, former president of Central Bank, and
negotiator of previous restructuring agreements: Agreed with Nogueira and Kobayashi on the
inadequacy of the so-called Brady Plan to significantly reduce Brazil's $114 billion foreign debt.
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